**Concept of OYKOT**

**Exterior**
Entire design with images of Japanese traditional sliding doors and shoji screens of thatched roof houses that associate good old Japan and "grandma’s house." These designs are unique to the "OYKOT" song that all Japanese know (by Takashi Tanizaki, whose hometown is Nago City in Nagano Prefecture). So it makes Japanese feel really nostalgic.

**Interior**
Cuts all post-style interior design, like grandma’s house that Japanese want to play at when they were kids during summer holidays. It feels nostalgic and has for Japanese. Lightning in the train has a traditional Japanese interior design, creating a warm home atmosphere. Certain patterns have a design like shoji screens that are typical in Japanese construction.

**Seating Guide**
- All reserved seats are non-smoking.
- To ride, buy a reserved seat ticket and basic fare ticket etc. in advance.
- Reserved Seat Ticket: Adult 530 yen, child 260 yen (during regular season periods).

**Reservations**
- All reserved seats are non-smoking.
- To ride, buy a reserved seat ticket and basic fare ticket etc. in advance.
- Reserved Seat Ticket: Adult 530 yen, child 260 yen (during regular season periods).
- You can use a Japan Rail Pass at JR East (Shin-Osaka, 10 a.m.-11 p.m.) or JR West (Shin-Osaka, 10 a.m.-11 p.m.). You must buy a separate train ticket for the Nagano - Toyama section. Different reservations for different parts.

**See web site for detailed information on OYKOT**

**Website**
http://www.jreast.co.jp/nagano/oykot/